CHAPTER XI1
THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON

THE plan of Allenby’s attack is already a classic. I t was
to burst the enemy’s line by a hurricane infantry attack on the
extreme coast flank, to throw nearly the whole of his cavalry
force through the breach, and to direct it at full speed towards
Nazareth and the upper Jordan, in order to cut off the
northern line of retreat of the Seventh and Eighth Turkish
Armies about Nablus. This cavalry force was to make touch
as soon as possible with the Arabs at Deraa, and thus close
the enemy’s retreat by the eastern railway also. The fighting,
which ended in the annihilation of three Turkish armiesfor the enemy’s Fourth Army, about Amman, was also cut
to pieces-will be described here as the airmen saw it. The
victory could not have been complete without them. They
prepared it during the weeks beforehand. They consuniniated
it in the critical days. The worst scenes of destruction were
their work. Many thousands of Turks believed the Bristol
Fighter to be a direct instrument of Allah.
The 40th (Army) Wing had been strengthened for this
battle by two more squadrons-No. 14of D.H.9’s (bombers)
and No. 145 of S.E.5.a’s (fighting scouts). This wing was
the British striking force in the air. The plan of action for
September 19th was as follows:S.E.5.a’s (Nos. 111 and 145 Squadrons), to patrol
over Jenin aerodrome all day, prevent any attempted
enemy air action from that quarter, and to attack with
bombs and machine-guns all targets in the vicinity.
D.H.9’s (NO. 14Squadron), to maintain bombing of
El Afule railway station and Turkish headquarters at
Nablus.
Bristol Fighters (No. I Australian Squadron),
strategical reconnaissance and bombing.
This meant that No. I Squadron was to have the general
oversight of the battle-area and report all developments. It
was the place of honour in the air attack. Moreover, the
squadron had the privilege of opening Allenby’s offensive
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El
with the big Handley-Page machine be fox-menticned.
Afule and Nablus had for long been closely reconnoitred;
the locations of Turkish headquarters, and especially of the
main telephone exchanges, had been precisely observed ; and
at 1.15 a.m. on September rgth, Ross Smith set off in the
Handley-Page with Mulford, Lees, and McCann as observers,
and carrying sixteen 112-lb. bombs. With these the Australians smashed the central telephone exchange at El Afule
and temporarily wrecked the railway junction. During the
day the D.H.9’s wrought further havoc both here and at
Nablus, where also the telephone exchange was destroyed. As
a result of the wreckage of these nerve-centres, the Turks
east of Nablus remained in complete ignorance of Allenby’s
triumphant attack during at least the first two days of the
battle.
At 3.30 a.m. the artillery bombardment began, and a
quarter of an hour later the XXI Corps assaulted with five
infantry divisions. The Turkish front was shattered at once.
By 7.30 a.m. two divisions of cavalry were advancing up the
coast. By midday the 5th Cavalry Division was well across
the Nahr Iskanderuneh, still going north; and in the afternoon
the 4th Cavalry Division struck eastward for Tu1 Keram, and
the Australian Mounted Division north-eastward towards
El Afule.
Among the first Bristol Fighters out (5.20 a.m.) were
those of h4cGinness and Fysh (observer) and Headlam and
Lilly.
They saw a large working party repairing the
wreckage at El Afule station and all Turkish camps quiet
between El Afule and Tu1 Keram, but farther south the alarm
was beginning From Bir el Hanuta a full infantry battalion
was doubling southward towards the firing, and cavalry were
alarmed and collecting in groups. West of the railway line
enemy movement northward was beginning about Bir
Ghaneim, but British cavalry were also pushing north along
the sea-edge, and were already ahead of the local Turkish
retreat. At 6 a.m. hlaughan and Sutherland escorted a bomb
raid by D.H.g’s to El Afule.
One D.H.9 had to land in
enemy country; Maughan followed, picked up both its occupants, and brought them back.
Then came the first great news of success. Cameron and
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Fletcher (observer), accompanied by two other Bristols,
returned from an hour’s patrol and reported Turkish guns,
cavalry. and transport retiring at a gallop and in disorder
about Et Tire. The numbers were estimated at 2,000 cavalry,
5,000 infantry, and 600 wheeled vehicles. The three Australian machines dropped their twenty odd small bombs upon
masses which it was impossible to miss, and fired over 2,000
machine-gun rounds into disorganised mobs of men and
animals. At IO a.m. A. R. Brown and Finlay (observer) and
Peters and Trail1 found the enemy south of Nablus all quiet,
and apparently unaware of what was happening. They flew
on to Jenin, bombed it, and came home by the coast. British
cavalry, they reported, were at I 1.30 advancing on Liktera.
Turks at Kakon, well on :he cavalry’s right rear, were alarmed
and beginning to pack up, and southward to Kulunsawe all
roads were alive with retreating traffic. Meanwhile, acting
on Cameron’s earlier news, bombing relays had begun. The
off at
first bombing formation-five Bristol Fighters-took
11.40 a.m.; each dropped eight bombs along the retreating
column between Et Tire and Tu1 Iceram, and each fired
hundreds of machine-gun rounds into bunches of mounted
nien and transport. This attack drove loose parties of disordered men and animals in two directions-one
towards
Kakon and one into Tu1 Keram. The enemy was, however,
not yet too demoralised to attempt defence; the ground
machine-gun fire was fairly heavy, and of this formation
Dowling and Mulford were wounded, obliged to land, and
taken prisoners. The light horse recaptured them a few hours
later. At 12.30 p.m. a second formation of three machines
repeated the attack on the same retreating mass at the Tu1
Kerani road-corner.
Two Bristol Fighters reconnoitred east of Jordan and
found all the camps peaceful. They attacked and put to
flight a large body of cavalry exercising at Ain es Sir; then,
flying homeward, they observed a column of fifty motorlorries moving south along the Wady Fara road, dropped
their remaining bombs on it, and blocked the road with a
direct hit on one lorry. In the late afternoon a second pair
of roaming Bristol Fighters attacked this transport, which was
then parked on the roadside by the wady.
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Meanwhile in the west six machines opened the afternoon
raiding series. Two of them pursued the mixed crowd fleeing
north of Kakon towards Baka; this multitude, however, was
already lost, and could be left to fall into the hands of the
cavalry. The other four machines found a congested mass
of men, carts, guns, horses, and camels making from Tu1

Kerarn towards Anebta. The road they had to take runs with
the little Wady Zeimer through a defile ; steep hills look down
on either side; and the routed enemy was caught there in a
trap, of which the airmen took full advantage. Lieutenants
Tonkin and L. S. Climie,' flying low to " shoot-up" the rear
of this iiiass, came to grief-hit by bullets from the ground
--but landed unhurt.
They were taken by the Turks, but
pursuing cavalry recovered them. Cefore the Turks issued
from this bloody defile, another raiding formation of seven
Bristol Fighters cut them up at about 5 p.m. west of Anebta.
The evening air patrols, roaming the sky from El Afule
south-west ward, brought in graphic stories of the enemy's
pliglit in the north. The Turkish Seventh Arniy Headquarters
mas still at Nablus, after being bombed all day by British
squadrons, and was judged to be quite ignorant of what had
happened. The entire force of the Turkish Eighth Army
was in flight, and Tu1 Keram, its headquarters, was in the
hands of British infantry. The roads here for miles north
were occupied by Eritish cavalry and the light horse. Sumrah,
a small village situated where the coast road branches off
across the hills towards El Afule, had been a Turkish supply
1 Lieut
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centre. That evening its camps and grain dumps were all in
flames, the hospital was gone, and a confused rabble of troops
was halted in the hills beyond it.
I n the evening, and again in the small hours of the following morning, Ross Smith, in the Handley-Page, delivered
heavy loads of bombs on Jenin aerodrome and railway station.
The scene at daylight on September 20th was extraordinarily
interesting. Lieutenants Nunan and L. W. Gregory2 (observer),
with Brown and Finlay, saw all camps on the horseshoe road
between Anebta and Deir Sheraf either burnt or abandoned,
and from Deir Sheraf northward the enemy was evacuating
by road and rail towards Jenin. At Messudie station Turkish
working parties were industriously loading two trains facing
north. From Burka northward, as far as the eye could see,
the road was littered with carts, camels, and a rabble of
soldiery. Jenin aerodrome was a rubbish-heap ; only a
wrecked German two-seater and a few abandoned hangars
were left of the former two large aerodromes.
El Afule
was blackened and wrecked from the previous twenty-four
hours’ bombing.
Four trains without engines lay in the
station yard, not a tent or a hangar was left unburnt on the
aerodrome, and on the ground were four aeroplanes and some
men busy around them.
The Australians dropped their
bombs about these and the rolling-stock, and flew westward
to meet the cavalry and light horse.
These troops had
marched through most of the night to fulfil Allenby’s timetable. The airmen saw the British advance-guard of three
armoured cars half-way across the Esdraelon Plain, moving
rapidly upon El Afule, and a large crowd of prisoners walking in the opposite direction. Three cavalry brigades were
entering the plain behind the cars-one at Lejjun and the
other two slightly in rear, all advancing towards El Afule
on a broad front.
A second dawn patrol-Paul and Weir (observer) and
Maughan and L. H. Smith-ranged the Jordan Valley. Damieh
bridge and Es Salt were apparently blissfully unconscious
of the ruin beyond the central hills.
The important
Daniieh-Beisan road was tranquil and empty. From Beisan
Lieut. L. W Gremry; No.
miller, b. Kngarah, Sydney, 1891.
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south-westward towards Nablus the cross-country route was
still quiet as far as Tubas, but farther on, between Khurbet
Ferweh (at the Wady Fara elbow) and Nablus, a new flight
was beginning. Here, for over about five miles of road, was
spread a loose column of about 200 vehicles, all making away
from Nablus. The Bristol Fighters swooped down upon it.
They had only eight bombs, but three of them made direct
hits on transport and blocked the road, and the effect of the
others was equally destructive. Frightened by the explosions,
and by bursts of machine-gun fire delivered from close overhead, many horses bolted over the precipice on one side of
the road, and, on the other, men ran in panic to shelter in the
hillside.
Several motor-lorries, either deserted by their
drivers while still running, or colliding with bolting horsetransport, likewise fell over the precipice. Yet this was no
more than a hint of what was to come later. The two Australian machines fired all the ammunition they had, and then
flew homeward. The transport parks at Nablus and Huwara
appeared deserted, and a great crater had been blown in the
road south of Huwara.
This day’s Australian air attack was upon the Samaria-El
Afule road, and was opened about g a.m., shortly after the
return of A. R. Brown’s dawn patrol. Between Burka and
Jenin five machines dropped forty bombs and fired 4,000
machine-gun rounds into several retreating columns.
The
ohject of the attack was to delay these Turks, in order to allow
the cavalry to arrive a t El Afule in ample time before them.
Congested bodies of troops at Burka and Jenin suffered
terrible casualties.
They were closely packed, and nearly
every bomb fell plumb among them. When the airmen had
exhausted their ammunition, they returned to the aerodrome,
filled up again, and repeated the attack at noon in the vicinity
of the village of Arrabe. Not a man or a beast in this road
escaped ; those who survived the air attack and finished their
march, delivered themselves up gratefully to the light horse
in the hills on the southern fringe of the plain of Armageddon.
The troops who fled along this road were mostly ’from the
Turkish Eighth Army overthrown on the previous day.
British and Indian infantry were engaged throughout September 20th in fighting resolute rear-guards of that army for
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the possession of the hills overlooking the road and railway
about Messudie. By the end of the day the 60th Ilivision
held Anebta, the 7th (Meerut) Division had taken the village
of Beit Lid on the hills commanding the road-junction at Deir
Sheraf, and the 5th Australian Light Horse Brigade had cut
the Jeiiiti railway by occupying Ajjeh, south of Arrabe.
These operations sealed the Jenin line of retreat to the Turkish
Seventh Army (south of Nablus), which could thereafter
escape only by the north-east towards Beisan. The column
which Paul and Maughan had discovered at dawn retreating
from Nablus in that direction was not, as was at first supposed, the head of the Seventh Army’s retreat, but probably
reserves from near Nablus. To hold the Seventh Army in its
positions, the British XX Corps attacked, with special weight
on its left flank, all day of September 20th.
Meanwhile
detachments of the Desert Mounted Corps pushed on from
El Afrile and Jenin, northward for Nazareth and eastward for
Beisan. By evening of September 20th the cavalry reached
Beisan, and closed that road of retreat also to the Turks
between Nablus and the Jordan.
The airmen watched from above the convulsions of the
entire body of the enemy’s army. Throughout September
20th the pulse of this body was the Nablus-Ferweh road, and
No. T Squadron felt that pulse with the closest attention.
About noon Paul and Maughan again patrolled from Huwarn
to Beisan, and dropped a message to the British cavalry at
El Afule reporting the road still clear. Some horse-transport
was parked about Ferweh, and a few small groups were on
the road-and were duly l~onil~erl-l~uttlie retreat here hqd
not yet begun.
Returning to Ramleh after a four hours’
flight, these airmen brought the good news that the rabble
on the Jenin road was being captured as fast as it reached
the British cavalry outposts near Jenin. Near the front line
the enemy, Germans and Turks, under the attack of the 3rd
(Lahore) and 10th (Irish) Divisions, were sending back much
transport on the Azzun-Funduk road north-eastward towards
Nablus. It was clear from this noon reconnaissance that the
British victory would fulfil the most sanguine hopes, and that
the doom of the Turkish Seventh Army was assured. The
enemy still seemed to be unconscious of the fate awaiting him.
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and his intelligence service and communications were completely stunned.
Under the thorough precautions of the
S.E.5’s, not a German aeroplane was able to take the air
from Jenin or El Afule during the whole course of the battle.
All evidence pointed to the same conclusion, that the paralysis
of the Turco-German Command was c ~ m p l e t e . ~
One German
machine did appear on September 20th. I t was a D.F.W.,
came from the north, and landed at El Afule with two bags
of German mail for headquarters. Only after it had reached
the ground did its occupants recognise that the aerodrome was
in British hands. It tried to take off again, but an armoured
car opened fire, wounded its pilot and observer, and they were
obliged to stop and give themselves up. At noon on this
second day of the battle, the enemy holding the eastern half
of the Nablus front was still ignorant of the fact that
Allenby’s cavalry had completely cut its rear communications
As for the Turkish Fourth Army, east of Jordan, an Australian patrol at midday found it quietly basking in the sun.
From Amman to the Damieh crossing the whole area was
placidly asleep, utterly unaware of its danger. The Wady
Fara road showed no commotion whatever. The airmen saw
some more of the small dribble north-eastward, reported by
Paul also, between Nablus and Kliurbet Ferweh, and they
attaclied it as Paul’s patrol had done.
The last reconnaissance that day of the region around
Nablus discovered the first signs of distress. Three large
fires were burning at Nablus railway station, the Balata dumps
were also alight, and this great glare under heavy evening
clouds formed an alarm signal to the whole Turkish line from
El 1,ubban to the Jordan. During the night that line decamped
en masse; but too late. The Australian evening patrol which
reported the Nablus fires, observed also a brigade of British
cavalry from El Afule entering Beisan at the trot. This left
no room for doubt. The retreat of the Turkish Seventh Army
was closed.
a On September 2 1 (nates Williams in his diary) Ross Smith landed at Jenir
and El Afule. He found vast quantlties of material of all sorts and many aeroplanes
burnt. A German officer captured there told him that the Jenin road was bombed
every few minutes on September ao. and that he had never imagined that an air
force could play such havoc among troops. The columns on the road were completely deinoralised
A motor-lorry driver, sent from Nablus to Jenin. said that
nobody at Nablus knew the British were at Jenin and El Afule, and that Nablus
headquarters suffered severely from the bombtiig in the morning of September 19.
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The advance of the cavalry towards Lake Tiberias, and
of the infantry towards Nablus, continued all night, and by
dawn on September zIst nearly the whole of Allenby's army
was moving northward.
I n the first pale of sunrise
Brown and Finlay (observer) and Nunan and Conrick set
off on patrol of the upper Wady Fara. The scene which
met their eyes at break of day was unforgettable. Shortly
before 6 a.m. Brown sent a message back to the aerodrome by
wireless-specially fitted to his machine'-reporting
that all
enemy transport was attempting to escape by way of the
Balata-Ferweh-Shibleh-Jordan
road. This road, an old
Roman highway, runs north-east from Balata along the Wady
Heidan, with steep hills on the left hand and a sheer precipice
into the wady on the right. At Khurbet Ferweh it crosses
the upper Wady Fara and wheels, first east with the wady,
and then south-east under the Jebel Tammun ridge, to Ain
Shibleh ; there it leaves the wady and strikes sharply northeastward towards the Jordan. On the Jordan cliffs it junctions with the Damieh-Beisan road, and at first is much shut
in by hills-still on the left hand-but later enters a broad
lowland run into Beisan, crossing innumerable small streams.
From Balata towards the Jordan, the important section, the
road forms a big S.
Brown and Nunan saw the Turkish Seventh Army transport pouring into Balata from south and south-east, and
counted from Balata to Khurbet Ferweh about 600 horsewaggons and guns, which filled the whole length of the road.
In Khurbet Ferweh, and for a mile or two beyond it, were
over zoo more horse-transport, and approaching Ain Shibleh
from either end of the Wady Fara other long columns.
From Ain Shibleh, heading north-east, was a mass of cavalry
and transport which had passed the worst stage of road. The
two Australian machines attacked the troops on the precipiceroad between Balata and Khurbet Ferweh, made five direct
hits with their bombs on transport, and fired 600 machine-gun
rounds into the confusion.
That was the beginning of a
massacre. By 6.30 a.m. the first three Australian bombing
machines, sent out in response to Brown's wireless message,
arrived, bombed the column, and raked it from end to end.
' S e e Appendix No. 4.
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A British formation followed and repeated the attack. All
day long air raids were maintained along this S-road by available machines from all squadrons. Towards noon the columns
under punishment at that place included thousands of infantry
and cavalry as well as transport. No. I Squadron made six
heavy raids during the day, dropped three tons of bombs,
and fired nearly 24,000 machine-gun rounds into the struggling
parties in those terrible valleys. Yet this was only half the
total ammunition expended, for the British squadrons attacked
this same road with another three tons of bombs and 20,000
machine-gun rounds. The panic and the slaughter beggared
all description. The long, winding, hopeless column of traffic
was so broken and wrecked, so utterly unable to escape from
the barriers of hill and precipice, that the bombing machines
gave up all attempt to estimate the losses under the attack,
and were sickened of the slaughter. In all the history of war
there can be few more striking records of wholesale destruction. The passes were completely blocked ahead and behind
by overturned motor-lorries and horse-waggons ; men deserted
their vehicles in a wild scramble to seek cover; many were
dragged by the maddened animals over the side of the precipice. Those who were able cut horses from the waggons
and rode in panic down the road to Damieh. When British
cavalry two days later passed along this road they found
abandoned or wrecked 87 guns, 55 motor-lorries, 4 motor-cars,
75 carts, 837 four-wheeled waggons, and scores of water-carts
and field-kitchens.
The Turkish Seventh Army as a fighting force was
destroyed. In the morning of September 23nd broken parties
of that army were again attacked from the air along the
Shibleh-Beisan road, near the Jordan, and under this further
attack a column of several thousand troops first scattered in
panic. and then later were seen marching back towards the
Wady Fara under a large white flag. Some fugitive parties
crossed the Jordan and wandered across country towards
Deraa. There they were met by British cavalry and the Arabs,
and very few escaped death or capture. Allenby was now
free to devote himself to the advance on Damascus. By the
evening of September 25th the 5th Cavalry Division and the
Australian Light Horse, followed by infantry, began a forced
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march from Haifa and Acre and the western shores of Lake
Tiberias along the straight road to the capital city of Syria.
During the three days of fighting west of Jordan, the
Turkish Fourth Army, between Amman and Shunet Nimrin,
did not move. In the evening of September 21st the Shunet
Nimrin position was still strongly garrisoned, and the roads
and tracks running west from Amman were busy with the
usual supply-traffic back and forth. As late as the morning
of September ~ 2 n dNo. I Squadron’s patrols found Shunet
Nimrin undisturbed, though the camp at Rujm el Oshir was
broken up and fires were burning west of Amman station.
A h es Sir camp was full of troops. The fugitives who had
fled down the Wady Fara to Damieh in the previous afternoon
probably carried the alarm to Es Salt, which packed up in
haste about midday of the 22nd. Between 3 and 6 p.m.
that day Australian airmen saw the whole area stirring and
troops and transport steadily making for Amman.
Two
Bristol Fighters bombed a massed body of traffic at Suweile,
half-way between Es Salt and Amman, and fired nearly 1,000
machine-gun rounds into it.
Meanwhile the Deraa railway in the desert had been
wrecked at important points. The Arab Northern Army had
been collecting in order to join in -4llenby’s enveloping attack
as soon as the cavalry sweep by the coast should succeed.
While these Arabs were gathering, Lawrence’s mixed force
left Azrak and pitched camp at El Umtaiye and Urn es Surab,
five miles east of the railway between Mafrak and Deraa.
I t was a daring move, for the Turks were very close, and
could have overwhelmed them without difficulty, As it was,
the enemy attempted nothing beyond machine-gun defence of
the railway stations, when attacked, and air raids from Deraa
aerodrome. Lawrence’s demolition parties proved more than
a match for the railway guard-posts. The German airmen
from Deraa, however, badly scared the Arab auxiliaries until
machines from No. I Squadron arrived upon the scene. From
their new raiding centres near the railway, Lawrence’s force
on September 17th captured Tel Arar station (north of
Deraa), blew up the railway bridge over the neighbouring
wady, and systematically destroyed ten miles of railway
between Deraa and Ghazale. While one detachment was so
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employed, another, consisting of some Indian infantry and a
mountain battery, marched on Mezerib junction (north-west
of Deraa), captured it, killed or took prisoners the entire
Turkish garrison. burnt the station and rolling-stock, and cut
the telegrvaph line to Nablus.
That night (September 17th)
the raiders continued their
destruction of the railway
.Sh Saad
from Mezerib in three directions, including nearly ten
l-9 .Q
ezerib e+
miles of most effective
Deraa e4
demolition on the hilly
4
section westward, between *Er Rem:e
Mezerib and Tel esh Shebab.
This was on the enemy's
'Urn es Surab
main Nablus railway, the
Mafrak
supply-line for his entire
-0
15
force west of the Jordan.
MILES
The first-mentioned raiding
party evacuated Ghazale
halaat ez Zerka
Azrak
statLon early on September r/
&h, and in the afternoon
attacked and took Nasib station (south of Deraa), blew up
an important viaduct north of Nasib, and destroyed several
miles of railway with " tulip " bombs.8 Similar demolition
was continued north and south of Mafrak during September
Igth, the day of the British attack.
The German airmen at Deraa discovered Lawrence's camp
at El Umtaiye, and bombed it several times during September 18th and 19th. The two B.E.12.a'~brought from Akaba
with the expedition were quite unequal to a combat with these
Deraa machines, and both were put out of action-one in an
air-fight, one by German bombs." Lawrence decided to represent the situation personally at Allenby's headquarters.
Peters and Traill flew from Ramleh to Azrak on September
z ~ s tand
, there Peters left Traill and returned with Lawrence.
Meanwhile Lawrence's raiders retired from El Umtaiye to

1"
.

f

.

6 These bombs were planted under the rails and sleepers and were fired in
series. The raiders facetiously styled this effort " tulip-planting," and the name
stuck
'Murphy and Hawley, who had a Bristol Fighter with Lawrence's force (see
p. 149) were away at thls time. They apparently flew a British officer track to
Akaba on some mission.
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Uni es Surab, a place whose only perceptible merit was that
it was farther away from the hornet’s nest at Deraa.
On
September 22nd Lawrence, on his return journey, reached Um
es Surab in the observer’s seat of Peters’ machine.
Ross
Smith and Mustard (observer) and Headlam and Lilly were
sent with Peters in order to attack the German machines at
Deraa. The news which the airmen brought of the events
on the coast greatly excited the force in the desert. The
Arabs received the Bristol Fighters with acclamation, but
when next day the giant Handley-Page machine arrived at
Um es Surab the tribes were moved to the wildest enthusiasm.
They sang, danced, and cheered around it, firing volleys into
the air in an ecstasy of delight.
The German air force at Deraa, which consisted of three
Pfalz scouts and a number of D.F.W. two-seaters, soon
received a rude shock. The three Bristol Fighters arrived at
Um es Surab in the early forenoon of September 22nd. The
airmen were sitting at breakfast at IO o’clock when enemy
aircraft were reported to be approaching. Ross Smith and
Headlam at once took off and sighted two Pfalz scouts and
one D.F.W. two-seater. The enemy turned for home as soon
as they saw the Bristol Fighters, but the Australians shot
down the two-seater near Mafrak, killing one German, and
set the machine alight on the ground They then returned
to resume their breakfast-their
porridge’ according to one
account, was kept hot for them the while-but at 10.30 a.m.
three more Pfalz scouts were reported in sight. Ross Smith
and Mustard again flew out and drove down all three.
Two landed near the railway and ran along the ground
to Turkish outposts ; the third returned hurriedly to Deraa.
The Australians, after the chase to Deraa, visited the other
two machines and fired fifty rounds into each on the ground
at close quarters. I n the afternoon a D.F.W. bombed Um es
Surab camp, but was pursued by Peters and Traill arid driven
down smoking near its aerodrome. Peters flew low over it
as it lay on the ground, and Traill destroyed it with Lewis
gun-fire and killed its pilot and observer. Early next morning
Kenny and Maughan from Ramleh dropped sixteen bombs on
the Deraa aerodrome, set one hangar on fire, and destroyed
3r damaged several two-seaters. That night the Handley
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Page completed the wreck and shattered the railway station
with nearly a ton of bombs, dropped from r , m feet with
excellent effect. From this time onward nothing more was
heard of the Ueraa air force until British troops occupied the
place and found the burnt remains of machines and stores.
The Bristol Fighters remained at Um es Surab until September
27th) bombing Turkish working parties on the railway. Their
presence attracted numbers of wavering tribes to the Arab
army, and henceforth throughout the Hauran hills Bedouin
co-operation against the Turks was assured.
At Amman the Turks were now in full flight, with Deraa,
their goal, already devastated, and the railway, their one hope,
wrecked beyond present repair. They may have consoled themselves with the fact that they were at least in better case than
their comrades farther south about Maan. Brown and Finlay,
reconnoitring at dawn on September 23rd, observed a column
of fairly orderly traffic of all arms streaming down the road
from Es Salt to Amman, and other bodies making towards the
same place from the hills to the south-west. They bombed
and machine-gunned this column, and flew off to Ramleh with
the news. Kenny and Sutherland (observer) and Maughan
and McCann about the same time saw the Turks at Semakh
and Deraa fleeing for their lives. Semakh camps were seen to
be burnt, and a long train with steam up was facing east. It
would never arrive anywhere, for ahead of it were the Arabs
and a destroyed track. At Deraa the airmen saw a few
abandoned machines on the landing-ground, and one, a D.F.W.,
in the air. Kenny and Sutherland promptly shot down this
German and bombed it on the ground. In Deraa station were
a couple of trains pointing northward towards a plain already
littered with Bedouin parties ; frenzied men were scrambling
on to the roofs of some of the carriages. Ragged parties of
Turks were approaching from the hill-fringed plain in the
south-west, survivors of the unhappy flight from Nablus
And this was the refuge towards which the Fourth Army
from Amman was making in headlong retreat!
That morning (September 23rd) the first bombing formation of six Bristol Fighters fell upon the retreating columns
on the Es Salt-Amman road soon after 7 a.m. The retreat
begun in good order, was soon converted into a rout like that
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around Nablus, and by the same means. The raiders dropped
forty-eight bombs into the traffic, aiming especially at any
thickly-grouped transport in order to block the road. Eight
direct hits on waggons or lorries achieved the purpose. Men
fled into wadys for cover; under a withering fire of 7,000
machine-gun rounds every man and beast who could leave the
road did so. Thereafter the day’s air attacks were directed
upon Amman, where traffic was converging from all quarters.
No. I Squadron’s machines expended here during the day
nearly three tons of bombs and 15,000 machine-gun rounds,
and British bombing formations half as much again.
By afternoon of September 24th nearly all the area west of
Amman was clear of the enemy, and General Chaytor’s f o r c e
the Anzac Mounted Division and some odd infantry unitswas east of Ain es Sir and was advancing on Amman from
two directions. On September 25th a new bombing target
appeared. The head of a mixed column from Amman was
seen in the early morning at Mafrak and to the south of that
place-300 horse-transport and guns, 600 camels, and 3,000
infantry and cavalry. Between 6 and 8 o’clock ten Australian
machices attacked and utterly demoralised this force. The
wreckage which they caused at Mafrak station was enormous;
several dumps were blown to pieces, and a long train, which
500 infantry were entering, was shattered. The obstruction of
the railway resulting from this attack was fatal. A number
of trains reached Mafrak during the day from Amman, and,
as each one arrived, it was attacked by a fresh air formation.
No. I Squadron bombed the place three times with all available
machines ; the British squadrons alternated in relays with them.
The airmen in all dropped here four tons of bombs and fired
nearly 20,000 machine-gun rounds. The losses of the Turks
were awful. The fate of many survivors-men and beastswas worse than the fate of those destroyed under the airmen’s
scourge. Many horses were found later starving or dying of
thirst and covered with wounds, sores, and galls. Many Turks
fled into the desert. The Arabs found some mad for want of
water; others were never seen again. Still, despite the
destruction wrought upon the retreat at Mafrak, some
thousands of men on foot or horse, having abandoned the
wheeled-transport, managed to escape from the slaughter and
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plodded on towards Deraa and Damascus. Two British airmen
of No. 14Squadron, captured by the Turks on September
17th, marched with their captors in the retreat from Es Salt.
They were found later near Deraa with a wounded light
horseman, whom they had carried or pushed in a cart from
Mafrak to Deraa. They described the ghastly terror of the
retreat under constant bomb-attacks from Es Salt to Mafrak;
they had no food rations issued to them after leaving Amman,
where the Turks, they said, abandoned all stores and all further
desire to fight. They left Deraa in a Turkish train; at a
destroyed part of the line the train ahead of them ran off the
rails, and their own train collided with it. Only one of the
airmen had strength enough to escape. H e walked back to
Deraa to get help, aiid there found the British cavalry.
In all some 6,000 or 7,000 fugitives, mostly from the
Fourth Turkish Army, escaped by way of Deraa or the Lake
Tiberias road towards Daniascus. There was little
serious rear-guard fighting, Aln
though the cavalry and the
Australian Light Horse were
held up for some hours by
a broken bridge, and by
some opposition beyond it,
at
Jisr
Benat
Yakub
,
(Bridge of the Daughters
of Jacob) on the upper
Jordan, north of Lake
,/
Tiberias.
Ahead of the ,&,,vne,tra
cavalry the Australian zirmen reconnoitred Damascus
for the first time on September 27th. The railway station was filled with hundreds of
rolling-stock. On the roads southward from both Deraa and
the Jordan were parties of troops and transport in full flight.
In the afternoon of September 28th four Bristol Fighters
raided Damascus aerodrome, where eight D.F.W.’s had been
seen by the morning patrol. Next morning Brown and FinIay
reported the aerodrome burnt, no machines to be seen there,
and Damascus plainly being evacuated in haste.
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The remnant of the Turkish I1 Corps, previously in the
Maan region, surrendered to Chaytor’s Force at Amman on
September 28th. Of the l‘urkish Fourth, Seventh, and Eighth
Armies there remained, therefore, on September 29th still at
large only about 6,000 men fleeing from the Arabs in a bee-line
for Damascus.
Brown, on that morning’s patrol alreadyitientioned, saw practical!y the full strength of these survivors
on the road about twenty niiles south of the city. They were
in several parties and had only about 150 horse-transport and
300 camels. At the outskirts of Damascus were a few hundred
more infantry with pack-camels. Five Australian machines
bombed these columns at noon, smashed numbers of waggons,
and inflicted losses on the troops. The Turks everywhere fled
from the road. This attack occurred just south of Kiswe, on
the Wady Zabirani. Maughan and Weir saw the last of this
unhappy retreat on September 30th ; about 4,000 infantry and
cavalry were scattered along the north bank of the Zabirani.
under the hill Jebel Aswad. Maughan dived at them, but the
Turks remained sitting resignedly on the ground, too exhausted
to move. They had run to a finish. The Australians, in pity,
abstained from firing on them. In the afternoon Nuiian and
Conrick broke up a small machine-gun defence-post on the
road at the south-west entrance to Damascus, which was
holding up the British cavalry, and attacked some Turks fleeing
along the Beirut road. Next morning, October Ist, the
cavalry and light horse entered the city.‘
Little more remains to be told. While some of the British
mounted troops occupied Damascus, other columns with
armoured cars had skirted it and were pursuing the late
Damascus garrison up the roads to Beirut and Homs. During
the following days No. I Squadron moved from Ramleh to
an aerodrome at Haifa, and in mid-October one flight was
detached for advance-guard work and operated in turn from
Homs and Hama. The enemy’s rapid retreat made it necessary
for the Bristol Fighters to patrol an exceptionally wide area
of country. Reconnaissance flights were demanded over vast
distances, sometimes as great as 500 or 600 miles, and advanced
landing-grounds were selected far ahead of Allenby’s main
1 Major Addison writes:-“
After our entry into Damascus on October I , it
was found that the remnant of the Turklsh armies in Palestine and Syria,
numbering about. 17,000, of whom only 4,000 were effective rifles, had fled
northward in a disorganised mob without transport or equipment.”
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army. In assistance of the cavalry and armoured cars the
Australian airmen reconnoitred Rayak, Homs, Beirut, Tripoli,
Hama, and .4leppo, as the pursuit drove ever northward.
Towards the end of October they roamed the air as far north
as Killis and Alexandretta. They met with little opposition,
but some bombing still continued, chiefly against the last of
the German aerodromes. One of these, at Rayalc, was raided
on October znd, and another, at Muslimie (junction of the
Baghdad railway), north of Aleppo, on October 23rd. When
the British advance-guard subsequently reached these places it
found good evidence of damage wrought by the air raids. At
Rayak thirty-two German machines, including some of the
latest type, had been either abandoned or burnt by the enemy.
The pace of the pursuit was governed entirely by the supply
service and the capacity of the cavalry horses. Cavalry and
arnioured cars kept touch as far as possible with the Turks
under the guidance of the scouting airmen. There was no
more fighting except from the air.
On October 9th five
Bristol Fighters attacked with bombs and machine-gun fire
troops entraining at Homs station, and trains at Hama station
were likewise raided on October 16th. Three days later Ross
Smith and McCann (observer) and Headlam and Lilly met
the first German seen in the air since the fights over the desert
at Deraa. It was a D.F.W. two-seater. They forced it to
land, and the German pilot and observer left the machine and
stood away on the ground with hands up. The Australians
landed near by, fired a Very light into the D.F.W., and set it
ablaze. They were obliged to leave their airmen-prisoners
behind, because the ground was so soft that the Bristol Fighter
would not have been able to take off with the extra weight. It
started away just as a group of excited Bedouin horsemen
galloped up to the burning machine.
The attack on Muslimie junction was noteworthy for the
daring enterprise of Lieutenants S. H . Harper* and Lilly, who
on early morning patrol met two D.F.W's and chased them
down to the aerodrome. There were four more two-seaters
just about to take off, and these six machines were apparently
all that m-as left of the German flying corps in Syria. Harper
'Lieut. S H. Harper; No.
1895.
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attacked all six with bombs, and he and Lilly flew low overhead, back and forth, firing into them; but not one of the
Germans rose to the challenge. Three hours later two other
Rristol Fighters found the aerodrome deserted and lxirnt, atid
at noon five more Australian machines bonil)ed Aleppo station
and severely damaged buildings and railway.
On October
26th arnioured cars and the Hejaz Arabs occupied Aleppo,
and British cavalry were north-west of the town riding towards
Alexandretta.
An armistice on October 3rst ended the war with Turkey,
No. I Squatlrnri moved back to Ramleh in December and to
Kantara in February, 1919. There, at one of its last parades,
on February rgth, General Allenby, who travelled from Haifa
to Kantara for this special purpose, addressed the officers and
men of the squadron in a farewell speech. It was a fitting
f i d e to their splendid service career.
General Allenby
said :“hIajor Addison, officers, and men : It gives me considerable
pleasure to have this opportunity of addressing you prior to
your return to Australia. We have just reached the end of the
greatest war known to history. The operations in this theatre
of the war have been an important factor in bringing about the
victorious result. The victory gained in Palestine and Syria
has been one of the greatest in the war, and undoubtedly
hastened the collapse that followed in other theatres. This
squadron played an important part in making this achievement
possible. You gained for us absolute supremacy of the air,
thereby enabling my cavalry, artillery, and infantry to carry
out their work on the ground practically unmolested by hostile
aircraft. This undoubtedly was a factor of paramount
importance in the success of our arms here. I desire therefore personally to congratulate you on your splendid work. I
congratulate you, not only the flying officers, but also your
mechanics, for although the ofticers did the work in the air,
it was good work on the part of your mechanics that kept a
high percentage of your machines serviceable. I wish you all
botz voyage, and trust that the peace now attained will mean
for you all future happiness and prosperity. Thank you, and
good-bye.”

